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Abstract. Personas is a technique that supports designing and engineering interactive systems with the focus on the end-users. This paper reports from a
case study, where we interviewed four software developers about their usage of
personas in software development practice. The purpose of was to identify the
practices of personas development in the software development industry. How
the respondents perceive personas and its use does not always correlate with
what is described as best practice in the literature. We found that practitioners
are not using personas as stated in the literature but are developing their own
practices both in regards to when and how personas are created.
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Introduction

Personas is a technique that supports designing and engineering interactive systems
with focus on the end-users. The common understanding of the personas technique is
that a persona is a description of a fictitious person [4, 13] based on data collected
about the target user group. The common way to represent a persona is as a text describing, and a photo depicting, the fictional user [4, 25]. Personas has been promoted
as a strong technique for providing software developers with an understanding of the
prospective users of their software [5]. Personas also provides the software developers
with empathy for, and engagement in, the end-users [10].
Matthews et al. [15] found that designers who had a very positive attitude towards
personas were primarily those who had done extensive work with personas and had
some training in the creation of personas, and used them as described by the literature.
Those who had worked less with personas had a moderate or neutral opinion, and
those who had not worked with personas had a negative or indifferent opinion.
This paper reports from a case study of experiences with creation and use of personas in software development practice. The case study is based on interviews with
four developers who are or have been working with personas in practice. Our focus is
on comparing the literature with the experiences and the perceived strengths and
weaknesses of the persona technique from the perspective of the software development industry. The following section presents work related to this study. Section 3
adfa, p. 1, 2011.
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describes the method used for data collection. Section 4 presents the results derived
from the interviews. Section 5 discusses the results compared to experiences about
personas reported in the literature and provides the conclusion.

2

Related Work

Definition of Personas. The literature originally defined personas as a text and a
photo describing the character [4, 6]. This then developed into posters, websites and
handouts [14]. Personas are considered to be most useful if they are developed as
whole characters, described with enough detail for designers and developers to get a
feeling of its personality [1, 5, 14]. The benefits of personas are that they enable designers to envision the end-user’s needs and wants, remind designers that their own
needs are not necessarily the end-users' needs, and provide an effective communication tool, which facilitates better design decisions [7, 8, 9, 16].
Creating Personas. Before creating personas, a comprehensive study of the target
user group is suggested. It has been suggested to acquire this information through
interviews with the target user group [23] or observational studies of them [24]. Yet
Chapman and Milham argue that it is not possible to verify that the created personas
actually reflect the target user group [3]. It has been suggested to create 3-5 personas
[26, 27], but the amount of users' one persona can represent has been questioned [3].
Personas Critique. Personas have been characterized as unreliable and not well
communicated. In addition, developers lack understanding of the technique, personas
are non-scientific, they are not able to describe actual people, and they prevent designers from meeting actual users [1, 11, 17].
Personas in Practice. An inquiry of design teams in 13 Danish companies reported that personas help keep the focus on user needs instead of what the developers and
designers like, and help in gaining an understanding of how the product can create
value for end-users [12]. A different study has described how designers are using
personas contrary to the original intended usage; instead of creating personas on research results, designers tend to base the personas on their own experiences and
thoughts [2]. This will make it even harder to ensure that the right personas are created to represent the relevant user groups [3]. Problems in application of the personas
technique caused by the mindset of the developers have also been reported [1, 13]. It
has been suggested to overcome this by regularly sending information about the personas to the development team [14, 18]. It seems difficult in practice to avoid making
stereotypes when creating personas, and using personas does not solve the problem
that Cooper originally intended to solve [28].
Combining personas and agile development, e.g. XP, has also been explored. In
this case, the customer preferred a persona without a picture, merely describing a job
title and maybe a name, but they do not support this as it will take away the developers' empathy for the users. Moreover, by using personas integrated in XP, the developers felt confident to make decisions without involving the onsite customer every
time [21].

3

Method

We have conducted a case study about the use of personas as a development technique in four software development organizations, including if and how practitioners
use personas and how they actually use this technique in practice.
Respondents. We did a survey to identify software developers who had different
types of experience with using personas as part of the software development process.
This involved several developers who had volunteered to participate in an interview
about personas usage. From this group, we identified four different kinds of software
developer experience with personas:





Wants to start using personas as a development technique.
Has formerly used personas as a development technique.
Is currently using personas as a development technique.
Has knowledge about it but never used it as a development technique.

The respondents were working as software developers or project managers. None
of them had any education in user experience. All respondents had worked in the
industry for at least ten years and been in their current organization for at least two
years. Their organizations use an agile software development method.
Data Collection. The interviews were conducted as semi-structured qualitative interviews [19]. The interviews lasted between 22 and 55 minutes. They were recorded
and then fully transcribed.
Data Analysis. All interviews were analysed using grounded theory and open coding with the Dedoose tool (https://app.dedoose.com/App/?Version=4.5.98). This resulted in seven categories that are used to structure the presentation of our findings.

4

Findings

This section presents the findings based on the analysis of the interviews. The findings are divided into seven sub-sections in accordance with the coding categories.
4.1

Learning to Create Personas

The respondents learned about the personas technique in different ways. Their first
meeting with personas seems to mainly have happened by chance. Two respondents
describe it this way:
R2: The first time I heard about personas was at a session with the humanities department four or five years ago. … Microsoft has created a number of personas describing the users some years ago. They encourage us, as Microsoft consultants, to
use these in our development process.
R1: I have a background as a software developer but in my former employment I
worked very closely with user experience designers.

One respondent came from a smaller company where he learned about several usability techniques and why it was important to understand and represent the users' in
the development process.
4.2

The Basis for Creating Personas

The respondents use different ways of collecting data for the creation of personas. Yet
all of them depend either on information they already have or information the customers have. None of the respondents get money or time allocated specifically to
gather information about the target user group.
R1: If we don't have enough information ourselves to create the personas we will
ask our customers about their usage of the existing systems.
A respondent explained that he was creating personas a bit differently than suggested by the literature. He primarily thought about the existing users and the archetypes that were standing out.
R3: We know our users quite well. Our personas are based on real users, like “can
this user understand this?” We use them like personas archetypes. We do not use
personas formalized. Unformalized we use personas quite a lot. Personas are based
on the users who are critical towards our system; the people that make noise if they
have a problem.
R2: To me a persona does not have to be too detailed in the description of the person.
None of the respondents remembered reading specific literature about personas.
They had mainly learned the dos and don'ts about personas from others, or from their
own experiences.
4.3

Usefulness of Personas

Personas are considered particularly useful when the developers are missing information about users and their work. One respondent mentioned geographical distance
between designers and developers as a condition for usefulness:
R3: I find personas useful if the distance between designers and developers is substantial and they are not working side by side all day.
Another respondent explained that he found personas very useful as a substitute for
onsite customers:
R1: If there is no onsite customer or employee that knows the field we are developing for very well, personas seems to be very usable. The further the designers and
developers are from the users, the more value personas can bring to the development
process.
This respondent’s company does considerable work for the health sector, and they
used to have a former nurse employed to help them understand that domain. However,
this was no longer an option, so they needed to find new techniques to bring an understanding of the user groups into the development process. He thought personas could
do that.
Another respondent gave an example of where he found personas to be useful;

R2: We are creating ERP solutions. I feel that personas are a relevant tool for us.
Because we are developing very specific software solutions for our customers.
This respondent also outlined different opinions about the usefulness of personas:
R2: One of my colleagues approached me one day and said the following “we live
by creating solutions, not drawings.” I understand his position but personally I feel
that drawing up the organization first can help me understand their needs.
4.4

Strengths of Personas

The respondents expressed different expectations about the benefits of using personas
in the development process:
R4: I believe using personas would have helped us develop a more user-friendly
system.
R1: Personas can help keeping the developer’s focus on the users' needs. Personas
will provide the software developer with the ability to understand the users' perspective.
R2: I think that personas can provide the security for us not developing the wrong
system for our user group.
One respondent added that he found personas especially useful if using a development method like the waterfall method. His argument was that when using the waterfall method the developers have only one possibility to get everything right.
R3: If using the waterfall development method you have to get everything right the
first time. When developing agile it is not as critical if we make a mistake, we can
change that in the next iteration as a new iteration starts every two weeks.
4.5

Redundancy of Personas

Two respondents stated that personas are unnecessary if user experience designers or
expert users are part of the project team, so design decisions are not only left to the
developers:
R4: When design is not left to the developer but is in place long before the developers begin to create the software.
R3: If you have an employee who is an expert user and knows what the user group
need, personas are unnecessary.
4.6

Weaknesses and Limitations of Personas

The respondents agreed that using personas incorrectly can have substantial negative
impact on software or product development. They also agreed that personas should
not be used if there is insufficient data or if the creators are unfamiliar with personas.
R2: If the choice you make when creating the personas is wrong they will work
against the design.
Another respondent raised the concern that he felt constrained by some formalized
personas. Every time he was in doubt he went to look at the persona, but this meant
that he got boxed in, and it stopped him from looking outside of the box.

R3: When using personas formalized you might be a bit constrained, always going
to look at the posters with the personas [...] To me it works better if I just keep them
in my head. Of course our company is not that large anyway so I can just go talk to
the developers if I need to change something.
Another respondent had drawn a similar conclusion:
R1: What tends to go wrong in software development is that developers tend to
lock on some user requirements pretty early in the process, without documentation,
and then describe the entire solution. If the user requirements or the solution change
at some point, the developers tend to forget the user and their needs somewhere in the
process.
Using personas requires a certain level of maturity. Another respondent’s current
organization was not using personas:
R1:“We are not using the personas technique at the moment. I have worked with
personas in my last employment and found them very useful. I would like to introduce
personas in my current employment but the company needs to be at a higher level of
maturity before it would make sense. We simply have larger issues at the moment than
this”.
4.7

Personas with Other Techniques

The respondents stated that scenarios are very usable in combination with personas.
R4: Scenarios are often used in combination with personas.
R3: We have a community around our product and we host meetings with user
groups, where we meet three times a year and discuss new releases and improvements.
Three respondents described that they are primarily using user stories to document
the users' needs. The user stories are described by two respondents as being used instead of developing a specification of requirements.
R3: We use common sense and we are not afraid of making a mistake because it is
okay if we do not get it right the first time.

5

Discussion and Conclusion

This paper has reported from a case study of experiences with creation and use of
personas in software development practice. There are still only few studies of the
actual use of personas in software development practice [20]. The purpose of this case
study was to identify in detail how practitioners in the industry create and use personas in their development processes.
In many development situations, users do not know what they want, thus it is the
designer’s job to find out. Pruitt and Grudin [14] argue that a good design does not
come from users, but from designers. This is because users do not really know what
they want until they get it. It is described in the literature that personas is a useful
technique to keep the developers focused on the users and their needs and give them
empathy towards the personas and the end-users [5, 10].

We found that the respondents perceived personas as a technique that supports designing and engineering interactive systems with a focus on the end-users. Matthews
et al. [15] found that mainly developers who have been working with personas are
positive in regards to a technique like personas. That was the same impression we got
from our respondents. A technique like personas is also still suffering from seeming
unnecessary to some developers; e.g one respondent explained that his colleague told
him creating background material or drawings was a waste of time.
The practitioners do not use personas as suggested in the literature. Instead, data is
collected before creating personas and it is mainly collected within their own or the
customers’ organization, or personas are created on the basis of real users.
Baird [22] argued that personas could be developed in a workshop while discovering requirements. One of our respondents described how they both used personas and
hosted meetings with their user group regularly. These meetings were also used to get
to know their users and to help get an understanding of the customers’ needs.
Personas are primarily considered useful if designers and developers are not working closely together to ensure that the developers understand the intended users and
use, or merely as a representation of a user if there is no onsite costumer available.
Using personas has also been described as being risky. If the personas created are
targeting a wrong user group, the software solution could end up being developed for
the wrong users.
Scenarios and user-stories are considered useful in combination with personas. In
particular, user stories have been used to describe user situations and as a requirements specification.
The results presented in this paper are qualitative. They are based on four developers who have been interviewed in depth. The number of respondents is obviously a
limitation of this study; yet only few software companies are using the personas technique in their development process, so it is very challenging to find even a few respondents with experiences from using the personas technique. It would be interesting
to conduct a more extensive series of interviews practitioners about their use of personas and study how that influence the quality of the systems they develop.
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